July Items
Killzall Family of Products
Super Killzall
One of our most popular products. 41% Glyphosate with two
surfactants, so more that twice the strength of the regular
home owner weed and grass killer, plus two spreader stickers
to improve adhesion and absorption.

Monthly Info Sheet

Killzall Aquatic Herbicide
This is a sleeper product, not everyone is aware it is available.
53.8% Glyphosate with no surfactant. This is a weed and
grass killer that may be applied to and around waterways,
being non-harmful to animals and plants living under the
water. Also has a Great Brush label. Since a surfactant is not
in this you must add Spreader Sticker.

Killzall Extend Control
This is your favorite Killzall product with a preventer that lasts
up to 3 months. 40.15% Glyphosate with 7.51% Prodiamine
with no surfactant. Yes this only lasts for 3 months, but the 32
oz concentrate covers up to 10,000 sq ft where the
competition lasts for 4 months-1,500 sq ft or 6 months-750 sq
ft. After the second year you spray bare ground and spot
spray if you miss a spot. I always add Spreader Sticker to the
mix, this is a little thick.
To the right  is a picture of an endcap display made up by
my good friend Fred from Texas. Looks really good and can
make an impact in a store. Fred always says "Stack it high
and watch it fly!"

Weed Out with Q
This is our Crabgrass Control, Q stands for Quinclorac the
crabgrass killing part. This is not very effective on old, slow
growing crabgrass. To kill older, leggy crabgrass, mow or trim
the crabgrass, allow it to heal for a couple of days, then apply
and it will work fine. Always add Spreader Sticker to any mix
when trying to kill grass. Oh yes, it kills broadleaf weeds as
well

Nutsedge Control
This is your nut sedge product. The
label specifically says "Must use nonionic surfactant" (Spreader Sticker).
This is a very unstable product, mix and
spray immediately.
Remember, not all of the little nutlets
will sprout this year so you may need to
spray once per year for up to three
years to be nutsedge free.

